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Chapter Nine

Social Movements and Global Social
Change

During the past two hundred years, social movements advanced, assisted, 
and resisted global social and political change. Their struggles resulted both 
in “change” (greater liberty and equality for most people) and “continuity” 
(persistent inequality for many people). To appreciate this kind of change, 
the reader needs to keep two contradictory developments (equality and in
equality) in mind at the same time and recognize that they are joined together 
in a social relation that changes over time. Moreover, changing social rela
tions are a product of social forces, the result of struggles by diverse “social 
movements.”

The German philosopher Friedrich Hegel described this as “dialectical” 
thinking, while Karl Marx described it as “historical materialism.” The 
American sociologist C. Wright Mills called it “the sociological imagina
tion” because he wanted readers to imagine both their individual lives and 
the social world around them at the same time. Some readers might ask, 
“Which is it?” (Change or continuity?) The answer here is that it is both, 
together, at the same time.

Looking back at global political developments during the past two hun
dred years, it is evident that three types of social movements, broadly de
fined, shaped change. Aspiring social movements advanced change (“liberty, 
equality, and fraternity”), altruistic movements assisted change, and restric- 
tionist movements resisted change.

At the bottom, change was driven forward by the multitude, by the people 
who lived as subjects in dynastic states and colonial settings, by denizens and
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Altruistic Restrictionist

9 + = violent

= nonviolent

Social Movements: Violence and Gender

subjects in the republics. They fought to claim what French republicans 
called the “rights of man” or what we might call “human rights” and to 
exercise popular sovereignty and constitutional government in republican 
states. As we have seen, they created independent republics all over the 
world, democratized the republics, and expanded citizenries within them. 
They were responsible for the ascent of slaves, women, and youth. They did 
not always succeed, which is why it is appropriate to describe them as “aspir
ing” social movements.

It is clear that aspiring movements did not act alone. In many colonial and 
postcolonial settings, aspirants did not have the legal standing, political ca
pacity, or financial means necessary to act effectively on their own. They 
needed help. Fortunately, people who had the social capacity and financial 
means to aid subaltern groups came to their aid. It is appropriate to describe 
them as “altraistic” movements, even though they sometimes provided aid
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for selfish reasons. They were responsible for helping aspirants ascend, and 
they helped aspirants succeed over the long run more often than not.

Social change was also shaped by people who rejected popular sovereign
ty, championed oligarchy, and defended inequality. They fought to defend 
property and their own liberty, which consisted in part of dominion over 
others. They resisted the ascent of denizen and subject populations, forced 
others (American Indians, blacks in the South, Japanese Americans, homo
sexuals) to descend, and locked others, (convicts, children, immigrants) in 
place. By fighting to preserve political, economic, and social structures of 
inequality, they have been a force for continuity, not change. Because they 
sought to restrict or reserve liberty for a few, not extend it to the many, it is 
appropriate to describe them as “restrictionist” social movements.

The field is oriented in this way to illustrate the social-political character 
of different types of movements. Aspiring social movements typically en
listed denizens and subjects. They fought to claim human rights and ascend 
in the social hierarchy. Altruistic movements typically enlisted citizens and 
denizens to assist subaltern groups and help them ascend. Restrictionist 
movements typically organized high-echelon groups—aristocratic or bour
geois “subjects” in dynastic states, “citizens” in republics—to prevent, ob
struct, and: delay the ascent of subaltern denizens and subjects.

These three types of social movements define the boundaries of a field or 
arena where social movements meet and struggle to define the direction and 
meaning of social change. Although this model identifies three major types 
pf social movements that make change, movements may combine features of 
different types, and they may change their character over time. So, for exam
ple, the women’s movements that fought both for suffrage (aspiring) and 
abolition (altruistic) might be located on this map as “aspiring-altruistic”; 
women’s groups that worked to alleviate poverty (altruistic) by promoting 
population control (restrictionist) might be described as “altruistic-restric- 
tionist”; and women’s movements that fought for democratization in an Is
lamic republic (aspiring) but supported the imposition of Sharia law (restric
tionist) might be identified as “aspiring-restrictionist.”

Moreover, movements that made change often changed as a result of 
struggle and engagement with other movements. Aspiring movements some
times became restrictionist after they won power. The adult white men who 
obtained suffrage during the early nineteenth century then created move
ments that worked to deny citizenship and suffrage to blacks, women, and
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immigrants. This model is designed so that the types and trajectories of social 
movements might be mapped across the field over time.

The field might also be divided or bisected to describe the relation be
tween different types of movements and violence and also gender. Writing 
this book, I was struck by social movements’ relation to violence and gender 
(see the chart).

Some aspiring movements promoted or adopted violent strategies for 
change (+), while others eschewed violence and advocated nonviolent strate
gies for change (-). The aspiring movements that advocated violence were 
led and organized almost exclusively by men, such as Mao Zedong, who 
famously argued that political power grows out of the barrel of a gun. But 
aspiring movements that adopted nonviolent approaches included women, 
such as Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Rosa Parks, and Betty Friedan, and also 
men, such as Mohandas Gandhi and l)r. Martin Luther King Jr. Women 
rarely participated in or led violent aspiring movements.

Altruistic movements typically advocated nonviolent strategies, though 
on rare occasions, altruists such as John Brown took up arms to free slaves. 
Restrictionist movements have often advocated violence, though they often 
insist that it be deployed on their behalf by state officials or that they be 
licensed to use force on their own initiative, either in groups or as individu
als. Historically, state officials and the nonstate actors who were authorized 
to use violence were male. The association between restrictionist movements 
and male violence has been quite strong.

In broad terms, we know that social movements were responsible for 
shaping the direction, pace, and meaning of global social and political 
change during the past two himdred years. But we do not know very much 
about how their collective interaction shaped change. Social movements 
need to be examined together, not just alone.

■ The model advanced here is designed to provide a comprehensive and 
inclusive historical approach to the study of social movements and social 
change. It is not designed as a proprietary operating system but as an open- 
source application that might be freely adopted, tested, and modified by 
scholars in different disciplines, to people who have already contributed to 
its development and design. This approach is imbued with the work of many 
others, which the references acknowledge but do not adequately celebrate. 
Scholars and students are invited to carry forward the work begun by others.

For scholars who might download this application, let me describe some 
of its important features. First, while I have identified three different “types”
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of social movements, they share much in common as “social movements.” I 
argue that they all include a broad range of actors (individuals, social net
works, bureaucratic organizations, and political parties) who engage in a 
wide range of activities (litigating, going on hunger strikes, migrating, join
ing clubs, forming bands, patronizing clubs and bars, throwing stones and 
running riot, organizing rebellions and armed insurrections, and campaigning 
for office and passing legislation) to claim or shape human rights (liberty, 
equality, and the solidarity found in community) and create political institu
tions (constitutional government based on popular sovereignty in a republic) 
that can help them realize these goals.

Second, I examine the three different types of social movements—aspir
ing, altruistic, and restrictionist—and look at some of the issues and prob
lems specific to each. Third, I describe how this approach draws on the work 
of scholars in different fields and how it differs from many contemporary 
treatments of social change and social movements.

Although aspiring, altruistic, and restrictionist movements differ in important 
ways, they sharQ some common features as social movements. They all in
clude a broad range of actors who engage in,diverse activities or repertoires 
to obtain or deny human rights. Of course, these actors may engage in activ
ities that fail to make or prevent change. But even if they fail, they may 
contribute to the production and maintenance of existing social relations. 
That is, although they may aspire to change, they may become a force for 
continuity.

Many scholars have examined “collective behavior,” “social move
ments,” and “political parties.” In doing do, they have focused on “groups” 
of people, either informal groups and social networks or organized groups 
and bureaucracies. Sociologists have examined collective behavior and so
cial movements, while political scientists have studied political parties. Be
cause many sociologists look only at social groups, they have often neglected 
the role that individuals have played in making social change. But it is clear 
from oiu- previous discussion that individuals have contributed to global 
social change. Accordingly, they should be included in a discussion of the 
forces that make social change, even if they act only as a “movement of one.” 
Any effort to understand global social change should examine the contribu
tion made by individuals, social networks, organizations, and political par
ties. Moreover, we should examine the different kinds of activities or reper
toires that people use to make change. A “repertoire” is an activity that is



adopted by others, a practice that can, in some circumstances, contribute to 
change.
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INDIVIDUALS

As we have seen, individuals have adopted different strategies to make social 
change. Litigation has been one important tactic used by individuals to ad
vance or restrict change. Indeed, lawsuits and legal battles played key roles 
in the expansion of citizenship in the United States. For instance, the 1958 
lawsuit filed by Richard and Mildred Loving, an interracial couple who were 
arrested in Virginia for violating the state’s law against interracial marriage 
(the “Racial Integrity Act”), eventually persuaded the Supreme Court to 
strike down segregation laws in sixteen states and allow interracial couples to 
marry. 1

Of course, individuals have also sued to prevent or reverse change. Abi
gail Fisher, a young white woman who was refused admission to the Univer
sity of Texas, recently sued to end the university’s affirmative action and 
diversity policies. This gave the Supreme Court the opportunity to revisit its 
2003 decision in Grutter v. Bollinger that “allowed public universities to take 
account of race as part of a ‘holistic review.’’’^ Win or lose, individual 
litigants have shaped social change, not only for themselves but for others, 
which means that they engaged in a social act as a social movement of one.

In India, Anna Hazare conducted a hunger strike in 2011 to force the 
government to pass anticorruption legislation, an individual repertoire with a 
long history in India and elsewhere, which persuaded others to demand 
change. 3 “We have come here to make change,” Suman Wadhwa said, ex
plaining why she joined a demonstration supporting Hazare in New Delhi. 
“If we had not come today, we would have felt that we didn’t contribute to 
the freedom struggle.”'*

Individuals used migration to make change. By changing their geographi
cal place, individual migrants changed their social position. Individual slaves 
fled the SoutH to find freedom in the North or in Canada. Blacks who migrat
ed north during the Jim Crow era became citizens who could exercise suf
frage. During the 1960s, alienated youth fled the heartland and flocked to 
San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury, whith provided a countercultural commu
nity for hippies. In the 1970s, gay youth fled punishing intolerance in conser
vative communities and migrated to San Francisco’s Castro District and to
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New York’s Greenwich Village to find places where they could openly ex
press their sexual identities.

Although scholars have not generally treated migration as a social move
ment repertoire, individual migrants, deserters, fugitives, and refugees not 
only changed their social position, they also contributed to social change. 
The flight of individual slaves challenged slave-owner authority over fugitive 
slaves in the North and contributed to the Civil War. The flight of individual 
whites from inner cities to the'suburbs and from public to private or home 
schools changed race relations, education, and the urban landscape in the 
United States. The exodus of political dissidents from East Germany in 1989 
led to the collapse of the communist regime.

Today, individual actors, who are often described as “pioneers” or “cru
saders,” have developed diverse strategies for making change, often from 
their home, alone. John Tanton runs an anti-immigrant crusade out of his 
home in northern Michigan, while Ralph Isenberg, a Texas businessman, 
assists immigrants by conducting one-on-one meetings over his webcam. ^ In 
Ireland, 50 percent of taxpayers, on an individual basis, have refused to pay a 
new property tax that is part of the government’s austerity plan.^ In. Switzer
land, Matthias Pohm started a one-man “Anti PowerPoint Party” that won 
enough support to qualify for parliamentary elections, a strategy that was 
subsequently adopted by other one-member parties in Europe.

Of course, individuals have also adopted violent repertoires to make 
change. In Tunisia, Mohamed Bouazizi, a street vendor, set himself on fire to 
protest his mistreatment by police and later died. * His suicidal protest ignited 
widespread antigovemment protests and persuaded other individuals to adopt 
this repertoire and immolate themselves, a development that led to the fall of 
the dictatorship and elections for a democratic government. This self-de
structive act, which was earlier practiced by protesters in Vietnam and the 
United States during the 1960s, had been adopted more recently by Buddhist 
monks and livestock herders who oppose Chinese Communist rule in Tibet 
and by Moshe Silman, an Israeli man who set himself on fire to protest social 
injustice.® As Emile Durkheim argues in Suicide, it is important to appreciate 
the public, social character of private, individual acts.

Individual protesters have also directed violence against others. During 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, individual anarchists who 
believed that dramatic acts of violence, what they called “the propaganda of 
the deed,” would inspire others to revolt assassinated the czar of Russia 
(1881), the president of France (1894), the empress of Austria (1898), the
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^ king of Italy (1900), thfe president of the United States (1901), and the arch-
duke of Austria (1914). The archduke’s murder by Gavrilo Princip triggered 
the outbreak of World War I, which contributed to revolutions in Ireland and 

-- , Russia and the demise of the Austro-Hungarian, German, and Ottoman Em- 
pires after the war.

Individuals used violence not only to promote change but to prevent it. 
The assassins who killed Mohandas Gandhi and Martin Luther King Jr. were 

•*- determined to abort change. Moreover, an individual act of violence might be 
3^ treated as a kind of social movement repertoire if it is a social act, if it is 
g;- directed at a subaltern group or class of people—^women and girls, blacks, 

gypsies or other minorities, gays and lesbians—and is used to keep group 
members in their place and deny them liberty, equality, and community. The 

^ law now recognizes that individual acts of violence are social acts if they are
6—r*-

hate cnmes, if they are motivated by social animosity against a group and not 
the individual victim alone. Bullying, hazing, and anonymous poison-pen 
letters are all repertoires of individuals who engage in social acts of violence 
against subaltern groups.

Feminists have long argued that “individual” male violence against wom
en and girls is a social act, an uncoordinated social movement of individuals 
acting alone but with a common purpose, like the tum-of-the-century an
archists. Of course, rape is used as a repertoire of male social networks in 
fraternities and in the military and by organized social movements in warlord 
militias and armies. The fact that one in five women in the United States has 
reported being the victim of male sexual assault supports the idea that rape 
and sexual assault might be regarded as a repertoire of restrictionist male 
social movements, used to keep women and girls in a subordinate social 
status.

The young women and girls who commit suicide to protest arranged 
marriages or who run away from abusive homes and seek shelter in crisis 
centers are using the repertoires available to them as individual actors. Adult 
males who practice “honor” killing, permit the mutilation of their wife’s, 
daughter’s, and relative’s genitals, or murder a daughter-in-law for failing to 
bear their son a male heir commit individual crimes that are part of culturally 
available social repertoires. The women and girls who defy adult male au
thority and speak out against it—such as Malala Yousafzai, the fourteen- 
year-old Pakistani girl who defended the education of girls and was shot in 
2012 by Taliban assassins, or Naama Margolese, the eight-year-old Israeli 
girl who stood up to ultra-Orthodox men and boys “who spat on her, insulted
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her, and called her a prostitute because her modest dress did not adhere 
exactly to their more rigorous dress code”—are engaged in a struggle about 
the direction and meaning of social change, even though they act as individu
als, on their own.

Although individuals make change, it is often difficult to treat them sin
gly, in isolation, because they belong to households, small groups, and social 
networks that are embedded in communities. What should we make of the 
“107 Timisians [who] tried to kill themselves by self-immolation in the first 
six months after [Mohamed] Bouazizi’s death”? Of.the monks and nuns who 
burned themselves in Tibet? Of the women in Saudi Arabia who took to the 
wheel and drove their cars in defiance of the law? These individuals were 
likely connected to social networks embedded in particular communities. 
Much the same is true of migrants. Demographers now treat migration less as 
the product of individual choice and more^as the product of collective deci
sions made by households and informal social networks based in local com
munities. Long before Facebook, people joined wtth relatives, friends, and 
associates to engage in activities that contributed to social change.

SOCIAL NETWORKS

Like individuals, people who belong to social networks engage in diverse 
activities to promote change. They file class-action suits, migrate in groups, 
and participate in a range of nonviolent and violent activities. For example, 
parents who oppose the vaccination of young children use social networks to 
organize “pox parties” so that they can expose their children to other children 
who have chicken pox as a way to acquire an immunity to the disease. 
They also organize relatively spontaneous or ad hoc groups or “mobs” that 
engage in peaceful and violent “riots.^

Although scholars have long studied violent mobs, the “kfss-ins” staged 
by peaceful mobs of college students supporting education reform in Chile, 
the “dance-athons” performed in the streets by mobs of dissidents opposed to 
the Assad dictatorship in Syria, and the “swim-in” performed by mobs -of 
Israeli and Arab youth on the beaches of Tel Aviv to promote Arab-Israeli 
unity all illustrate the nonviolent, though demonstrative or “riotous,” charac
ter of peaceful mobs organized by social networks on an ad hoc basis, 
These kinds of riots are not new. The feasts and fetes that French republicans 
organized to challenge dynastic rule in 1848 were early expressions of this 
behavior.
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There is a large literature on violent mobs and riotous behavior. For many 
years, sociologists treated this kind of “collective behavior” unsympatheti
cally, as a form of deviant behavior. Charles Tilly then persuaded many of 
his colleagues to treat this collective behavior more sympathetically, as a 
form of “contentious politics.”

But several things might be said about mobs, violent and nonviolent riots, 
and social change. First, mobs are typically rooted in social networks that are 
embedded in local communities. Second, they were organized first by domi
nant social groups who deployed them against subaltern groups. The histo
rian Paul Gilje persuasively argues that during the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, adult white males joined mobs that rioted against blacks, immi
grants, political dissidents, and striking workers.'® They rioted to protect 
their status and forestall change, and they did so without fear of legal conse
quence. The white male vigilantes who joined lynch mobs and race riots— 
anti-Chinese and -Filipino riots, the male riot against female suffragettes 
during President Wilson’s inaugural parade, the 1921 riot against blacks in 
Tulsa, Oklahoma, and the zoot suit riots against Hispanic youths in Los 
Angeles during World War II—^used them to terrorize subordinate social 
groups. They got away with violence because state officials turned a blind 
eye or even joined them. Subaltern groups also rioted, though much less 
frequently. Gilje argues that this pattern changed after World War II. White 
riots declined and riots by subaltern groups increased, reaching a peak during 
the 1960s, when most of the rioters were drawn from urban minority popula
tions. Unlike the period before the war, when state officials often allowed 
nonstate actors to riot, state officials after the war sent in the police and 
national guard to quell riots by subaltern groups.''' These developments have 
not been adequately addressed or explained in the collective behavior litera
ture. Riots by adult white males may have declined because state officials 
grew increasingly reluctant to license violence by nonstate actors and instead 
used the police to control minority populations, though police violence in 
urban ghettos often triggered the riots by urban minorities, as occurred dur
ing the Watts and later Rodney King riots.

Third, mobs provided participants with a kind of anonymity, which ena
bled people to engage in illegal behavior and make forceful demands for 
change without penalty. People found that they could act effectively in a 
mob, either because state officials found it difficult to identify participants in 
a mob and charge them individually or because state officials allowed citi
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zens or nonstate actors to commit violence against denizen and subject popu
lations.

During the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it was often illegal 
for denizen or subject populations to meet in groups, join formal organiza
tions, or demonstrate in public. (Recall that-it was illegal in the 1960s for 
homosexuals even to meet for a drink in a bar, much less hold a parade on the 
public streets.) If they did, state officials and nonstate actors could assault 
them. By gathering in mobs and engaging in spontaneous demonstrations, 
subaltern groups could use the anon5miity and collective security provided by 
the mob to challenge authority and then disperse so that they might fight 
again some other day. During the Great Mutinies of 1797, striking British 
sailors purposely avoided creating a. union or formal organization because 
they wanted to prevent authorities from identifying participants and then 
immediately hanging them as mutineers.** More recently, the Arab dissi
dents who gathered in public squares in Tunisia, Libya, Egypt, Iran, and 
Syria joined mass rallies because the crowd allowed them to participate 
anonymously and provided them with some protection from assault by the 
police and the regime’s hired thugs. They avoided joining dissident organ
izations because membership in an organization would make it easier for 
state officials to identify them and send the secret police to seize them in the 
night. The organizers of the “Occupy” movement here in the United States 
encouraged mob behavior for the same reasons.

BUREAUCRATIC ORGANIZATIONS

People acted on their own, hs individuals, and in social networks in diverse 
ways to make, assist, and resist change. But they also created bureaucratic 
organizations to shape change. Bureaucratic organizations differed from so
cial networks in two important respects. First, they allowed actors to' create 
organizations run by experts, in a hierarchical division of labor, according to 
a set of formal rules or practices, to achieve specific goals. Second, they 
allowed actors to pursue these goals over long periods of time. Bureaucratic 
organizations made it possible for actors to undertake difficult projects^—■ 
make a revolution against d5mastic authority, overthrow a dictator, extend 
suffrage to women—^that might take years to achieve. Women fought for 
seventy years to obtain suffrage in the United States. The women who first 
initiated this campaign did not live to see its conclusion. But the organiza
tions they created made it possible to recruit members, raise money, and
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adopt tactics that contributed to long-term, strategic success. The men who 
organized communist parties in Russia and China and the nationalist parties 
in Ireland and India created organizations that struggled for decades to 
achieve their ambitious goals. Bureaucratic organizations made it possible to 
work for large-scale change over long periods of time.

Arrighi, Hopkins, and Wallerstein argue that the discovery of bureaucrat
ic organization by social movements in 1848 was “the great irmovation in the 
technology of rebellion,” an invention that helped “prepare the ground politi
cally for fundamental social change.”'^ Other social movement scholars, 
such as Charles Tilly and Sidney Tarrow, agree that bureaucratic organiza
tion was a key innovation, though they argue that this technology was first 
invented earlier, in the late eighteenth century.

Of course, dynastic rulers, dictators, and citizens often viewed the bureau
cratic organizations capable of making large-scale change—labor unions, 
socialist parties, abolitionist organizations—as a threat and outlawed them. 
In response, social movement actors created clandestine organizations to 
avoid the risks associated with forming public organizations and membership 
lists. When gays organized in the 1950s, they did so in clandestine fashion 
because authorities treated any gathering of homosexuals as criminal, 
When a coworker and I organized a labor union at an environmental organ
ization in 1984, we did so in secret to prevent detection by management and 
avoid being fired, going “public” only when we obtained membership cards 
from everyone in the bargaining unit and secured the protection of the Na
tional Labor Relations Board. Of course, when actors advocated violence 
as part of their strategy to make change, as communists did in Russia and the 
United States, as the Ku Klux Klan did in the United States, as Sinn Fein did 
in Ireland, and as the Muslim Brotherhood did in Egypt—they organized 
clandestine organizations both to protect themselves from state authorities 
and to conceal their real power and numbers from public view.

Capture

Social change actors often found it difficult to create effective bureaucratic 
organizations. They faced a series of daunting problems: how to recruit 
members, particularly if they had to do so in secret, select able leaders, raise 
money, and adopt effective tactics that contributed to long-term goals. Many 
leaders—^Lenin, Mao, Gandhi—devoted considerable attention to bureau
cratic practices and organization-building strategies. To solve some of these 
issues, Lenin and Mao advanced the idea that organization building was best
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done by a small group of determined men, what the political scientist Robert 
Michels called an “oligarchy.”

As an alternative to building organizations from scratch, many activists 
decided instead to “captoe” an existing bureaucracy and make it their own. 
Like the factions that seized state power and created dictatorships in many of 
the new republics, activists often captured existing organizations and used 
them to advance change on their behalf. During the 1940s and 1950s, com
munists and also mobsters in the United States fought to take over union 
locals and bend them to their separate purposes. Communists wanted to build 
a political base in working-class organizations; mobsters wanted to siphon 
off union dues to enrich themselves and finance casino construction in Las 
Vegas. But “capture” need not be seen only as a sinister or cynical process.

Martin Luther King Jr. and Ralph Abernathy mobilized the members of 
faith-based organizations and used their churches to recruit members, raise 
money, and engage in courageous activities designed to challenge segrega
tion and end the violence used to sustain it. Later, ftpidamentalist clergy 
organized members of evangelical churches to campaign against abortion, 
homosexuals, and the integration and/or secularization of public schools. 
Different groups or factions have tried to capture local Catholic churches and 
use them to make social change. Cesar Chavez persuaded some local Catho
lic priests to mobilize congregants to participate in union building, the group 
Mothers of East Los Angeles worked with priests to develop antipoverty 
programs in Los Angeles, the Sisters of St. Francis waged campaigns against 
corporate behavior on behalf of children, farmworkers, and consumers, while 
activist bishops mobilized parishioners to campaign against abortion, health 
care, and gay marriage.

Exit

The actors who created or captured bureaucratic organizations to make, as
sist, or resist change often disagreed about how best to achieve their goals. 
They disagreed about who should participate as members, what relation 
members should have to elected or self-appointed leaders, how best to spend 
their money, and what kind of tactics and strategies might be most effective. 
Ideological and pragmatic disagreements over these and many other issues 
persuaded dissidents to form factions that often decided to exit these organ
izations and create new ones of their own, which might compete with or 
complement parent organizations. They were also sometimes ejected, or 
“purged,” if they failed to adhere to their leader’s agenda. Some leaders, like
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* Political parties, like social movement organizations, have been subject 
both to capture by faction and exit by faction, which has affected their ability 
to shape change. Still, while citizens, denizens, and subjects created social 

% movements that managed to embed themselves in the state, this embedded-
l^ir

ness has not necessarily allowed them to make, assist, or resist the kind of
pfE; *
1^,... change they imagined. “First of all, state structures are embedded ... in the 

interstate systeih, and their degree of autonomy is strictly limited,” Waller- 
^ stein has argued. As a result, whatever their ideological goals or commitment 
fc- to change, they quickly discovered that “control of the machinery of a 
^ state . . . affords less real power in practice than it does in theory. In 

retrospect, Wallerstein argues that social movements might view the seizure 
^^'of power as a tactical, not a strategic, goal and should be prepared to relin- 

..quish power and maneuver politically, as Antonio Gramsci recommended, 
ST*'“since it is in the process of movement, of mobilization, that the really 

constructive power of movements lies.”^®
Scholars have debated why this might be so. Some have argued that 

Michels’s “iron law of oligarchy” undermines or cripples a political party’s 
determination to make change and instead makes it cling to power, which 
results in continuity, not change. The argument here has been that constitu
tional government in the republics is an operating system that is extremely 
difficult to use to promote social change. This is not simply a product of the 
division of government in the republics but a consequence of the division of 
the interstate system into multiple states. Even if actors make change in one 
republic, it is difficult for them to make change in all. Still, despite these 
difficulties, they have managed to make change, which resulted in the decline 
of dynastic states, the demise of many dictatorships in the republics, and the 
expansion of citizenries within them. Political parties have played important 
roles in these developments, which is why they should be included in a 
discussion of social movements and social change.

iii Ml

'*?'

LIBERTY, EQUALITY, AND SOLIDARITY

Since the French and American Revolutions, social movements have fought 
over the social meaning of “liberty, equality, and fraternity.” Because “fi-ater- 
nity” has a gender-identified connotatioli, it might better be described as the 
“solidarity” that community can provide. Although scholars have examined 
movement efforts to achieve liberty and equality, they have said less about 
solidarity, except for the solidarity provided by labor unions and political
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parties. They might pay more attention to the solidarity provided by volun
tary and cultural communities.

During the 1960s, countercultural and gay youth hitchhiked to neighbor
hoods such as Haight-Ashbury, the Castro, Telegraph Avenue, and Green
wich Village. They met on the streets, in flops, bars, and clubs to find kin
dred spirits and create communities that provided the kind of solidarity and 
support that hometowns across America refused to provide. They panhan
dled, made music, made love, grew their hair long, and thumbed their nose at 
straight culture, fashioning a different one, one of their own, in the process.

They were not the only ones. Today, ex-Marines gather in cemeteries 
where their comrades are buried and hoist a beer in their memory; Somali, 
Cameroonian, Khmer, and other political refugees in the United States grow 
native foods in community gardens across the country; white supremacists in 
the United States and neo-Nazis in Germany organize rock bands—^Blue 
Eyed Devils, Intimidation, and End Apathy—^that use music to recruit youths 
and promote their views; in Russia, a female punk-rock band named Pussy 
Riot sang antigovemment songs from the altar of a cathedral in Moscow, a 
performance that resulted in their arrest and imprisonment for “inciting relig
ious hatred”; Confederate reenactors in Alabama shot their muskets and sang 
“Dixie” in front of the state capital to celebrate the 150th aimiversary of the 
Confederacy, or the “War for Southern Independence,” as they prefer, while 
Prussian reenactors in Potsdam commemorated Frederick the Great’s three- 
hundredth birthday and praised the Prussian values of the “enlightened des- 
pot.”3i

During the nineteenth century, aspiring, altruistic, and restrictionist 
movements organized not only trade imions and political parties but also 
cultural organizations designed to promote solidarity among their members: 
Shriners, Knights of Columbus, Loyal Order of Moose, the Sierra Club, 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Big Brothers, the YMCA, Girl Scouts, Hadassah, 
the Community Chest, the American Civil Liberties Union, and the Ku Klux 
Klan.32

The individuals, social networks, organizations, and political parties that 
participated in social movements provided solidarity by creating real, face- 
to-face communities and virtual, or imagined, communities, to borrow Bene
dict Anderson’s term. (He coined the term “imagined communities” to de
scribe how people created large secular and religious communities composed 
of people—Christians and Muslims, Italians and Americans—^who did not 
know one another or meet face to face.)
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Social movements created real and imagined communities—in bars, in 
neighborhoods, on the Internet, in churches, and in republics—for two rea
sons. First, they built communities to protect themselves from the rapid so
cial change (anomie) that is a characteristic feature of capitalist development 
on a world scale and from the dominant social groups that deprived them of 
liberty, equality, and solidarity.

Second, they built communities to forge the social networks and social 
identities, what political scientist Robert Putnam calls “social capital,” that 
made it possible for these movements to make, assist, and resist change. 
“Fraternity, as the French democrats intended it, was another name for what I 
call ‘social capital.”’3® So, for example, African American slaves and 
African American denizens foimd sanctuary (in both the literal and figurative 
sense) in black churches, one of the only places where they might safely and 
legally gather in public. During the 1950s and 1960s, black churches pro
vided the economic resources and bonds of affection, trust, and solidarity 
that parishioners needed in order to mount public protests during the civil 
rights era. Because social movements created economic, political, and cultu
ral communities, both material and immaterial, that they needed in order to 
make, assist, or advance change, they should be included in a discussion of 
aspiring, altruistic, and restrictionist social movements.


